Unlike rehabilitation of Nazism, incitement as inducement influencing particular behaviour being a mandatory feature
Introduction
The 
Problem statement
In the researches published by now, the problem of correlation between extremist crimes and rehabilitation of Nazism has not been comprehensively analysed for a number of reasons (Borisov, 2015; Borisov, 2012; Kuznetsov, 2014 
According to Definition dictionaries of
Russian language, "denial (to deny)" stands for rejecting the necessity, compulsoriness of something; bring to destruction (abstract); announce the wrongness of something, to dispose of a fact, to reject a fact; while "approval" means supporting, appraisal, recognition (Efremova, 2000; Ozhegov, 2007; Tolkovyy slovar'... . Ushakov, 1935 -1940 
